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Misinformation carries the potential for immense damage to public

understanding of science and for evidence-based decision making at an

individual and policy level. Our research explores the following questions

within seismology: which claims can be considered misinformation, which

are supported by a consensus, and which are still under scientific debate?

Consensus and debate are important to quantify, because where levels of

scientific consensus on an issue are high, communication of this fact may itself

serve as a useful tool in combating misinformation. This is a challenge for

earthquake science, where certain theories and facts in seismology are still

being established. The present study collates a list of common public

statements about earthquakes and provides–to the best of our

knowledge–the first elicitation of the opinions of 164 earth scientists on the

degree of verity of these statements. The results provide important insights for

the state of knowledge in the field, helping identify those areas where

consensus messaging may aid in the fight against earthquake related

misinformation and areas where there is currently lack of consensus

opinion. We highlight the necessity of using clear, accessible, jargon-free

statements with specified parameters and precise wording when

communicating with the public about earthquakes, as well as of

transparency about the uncertainties around some issues in seismology.
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Introduction

Misinformation is considered one of the most pervasive

threats to individuals and societies worldwide (Lewandowsky

et al., 2017; Lewandowsky and van der Linden, 2021), impacting

topics from politics (Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017; Guess et al.,

2019; Lee, 2019; Mosleh et al., 2020) to pandemics (e.g. COVID-

19) (Jolley and Paterson, 2020; Lobato et al., 2020; Roozenbeek

et al., 2020), and seismology is no exception. From false

earthquake “predictions” during the L’Aquila (Alexander,

2014) and Christchurch (New Zealand Herald, 2011a; 2011b;

Griffin, 2011; Wood and Johnston, 2011; Johnson and Ronan,

2014) sequences, to terrorist plots in the United States

(Hernandez, 2016), misinformation about earthquakes has

been demonstrated to have severe, real-world consequences.

Several methods of combating misinformation have been

proposed, including the use of algorithms to prevent

misinformation from appearing on social media platforms

(Calfas, 2017; Elgin and Wang, 2018; van der Linden and

Roozenbeek, 2020), correcting misinformation via fact

checking or “debunking” approaches (see Lewandowsky et al.

(2020) for a best practice guide), building psychological resilience

to misinformation via psychological inoculation or “prebunking”

(e.g., McGuire, 1970; Compton, 2013; Van der Linden and

Roozenbeek, 2020), and legislative approaches that regulate

the content that media outlets post online (e.g.,

United Kingdom’s Online Safety Bill (Woodhouse, 2021);

Germany’s Network Enforcement Act (Bundesministerium,

2017). Further, Dallo et al. (2022) recently published a

communication guide on how to fight the most common

myths about earthquakes specifically; available in English and

Spanish.

Key to being able to implement many of these approaches,

however, is an understanding of the types of potentially

misinformative statements that are common in public

discourse, and a clear scientific consensus (which we define

following (Myers et al., 2021) and in line with the Cambridge,

Merriam Webster and Oxford dictionaries as ‘general

agreement’) on the state of knowledge regarding the “real”

truthfulness or reliability of these statements in the domain in

question (Dallo et al., 2022). Indeed, where levels of scientific

consensus on an issue are high, communication of this fact may

itself serve as a useful tool in combating misinformation.

Maibach and van der Linden (2016) write that perceptions of

scientific agreement act as an important determinant of public

opinion and “communicating the scientific consensus about

societally contested issues. Has a powerful effect on realigning

public views of the issue with expert opinions.” (p. 2).

This is a challenge for earthquake science (e.g., seismology

and geology). Some domains have relatively high and, indeed,

quantified, degrees of scientific consensus on the likelihood of a

hypothesis being true (for example the high scientific consensus

that climate change is anthropogenic (Oreskes, 2004; Cook et al.,

2013; Maibach et al., 2014; Myers et al., 2021) or that COVID-19

is not caused by 5G phone masts (Grimes, 2021). Earthquake

science however, is a fairly young and active field where certain

theories and facts are still being established. The opinions

amongst scholars on certain aspects of earthquake science are

still actively and openly debated. Additionally, different

ontologies, paradigms and epistemologies within science itself

mean that scholars come to the table with a range of backgrounds

and ways of collecting and interpreting data, which ultimately

influence the way they communicate their science (McBride,

2017). What complicates earthquake communication further is

the diversity of phenomenology and terms used, e.g. tremors,

quakes, shocks, seismic events. Further, there are semantic

differences between languages. In English for example,

prediction is used for precise, deterministic statements and

forecast for probabilistic ones. In comparison, in Nepali, only

one word exists, and this refers to deterministic predictions

(Michael and McBride, 2019). Thus, a precise distinction

between deterministic prediction and probabilistic forecast can

be made in some languages, but not others.

As such, a key first step to combating misinformation about

earthquakes is to understand the range of perceptions scientists

have about earthquake science, why they hold these views, and

what the level of scientific agreement or consensus on these

topics is. The present study collates a list of common publicly-

made statements about earthquakes from our daily experiences

communicating with the public and workshops with the earth

science community [see Dryhurst et al. (2022) for workshop

synthesis]. It provides–to the best of our knowledge—the first

elicitation of the opinions of 164 earth scientists on the degree of

“truthfulness” or otherwise of these. It therefore addresses the

research question, “what is the expert consensus regarding

13 common statements about earthquakes?”.

Materials and methods

Using a combination of desk research, workshops with the earth

scientist community and exchanges on daily communication

experiences between the authors [see Dryhurst et al. (2022) for

workshop synthesis], we first collated thirteen statements about

earthquakes that are commonly queried and/or misunderstood by

the public (Figure 1).

Between 15th and 22nd March 2021, we then surveyed

164 earth scientists (n = 75 geophysicists, n = 47 geologists,

n = 26 seismologists, n = 13 engineers, n = 1 science

communicator, n = 1 physicist) studying earthquakes

occurring across six continents. The survey was hosted on

Qualtrics (Qualtrics, 2017) and participants were recruited via

a selective snowball sampling method (Parker et al., 2019); the

authors contacted expert colleagues via the mailing lists of two

European Horizon 2020 projects (RISE and TURNkey) and via

personal networks in the United States, New Zealand and
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Europe, asking if they would fill in an online survey and pass it on

to further expert earth scientist colleagues upon completion.

To measure their level of consensus about the truth or

falsehood of the thirteen statements, participants were asked

to rate each statement on a Likert scale (Joshi et al., 2015) from

1 = Completely true to 7 = Completely false, with an eighth

option available for “Undecided”. Percentage consensus ratings

of truth or falsehood for each statement were calculated as the

proportion of participants choosing each answer option. Mean

ratings of truth or falsehood and associated standard deviations

for each statement were also calculated, excluding participants

who answered “Undecided”.

Several of these statements were purposefully ambiguous in

aspects of their phrasing, to keep them true to the way such

statements are commonly phrased in public discourse. This

allowed us both to garner the responses of earth scientists to

misinterpretations that have “real-world” validity, and raise

awareness amongst this community of the nature of such

misinterpretations.

Participants were also given the option to add written

comments about their rating of truth or falsehood for each

statement in turn. These qualitative data leant important

context to the quantitative ratings, helping identify those

statements for which there is a reasonable level of

consensus, and the qualifiers and caveats that reveal issues

about which there is still open debate and uncertainty

amongst the scientific community. The qualitative analysis

of these data for the purposes of this paper is based on one

round of coding using an emic/inductive process, as outlined

by Daymon and Holloway (2002), to which all authors

contributed. Statements 1, 2, 4, and 5 were coded in

NVIVO (Bazeley and Jackson, 2013; statements 3, 6, 7, 10,

11, 12, and 13 were coded in Excel (Meyer and Avery, 2009);

and statements 8 and 9 were coded using QDA Miner (Lewis

and Maas, 2007). Different programmes were used because

multiple team members undertook the coding, then a master

spreadsheet was provided so that all coders could upload their

data, cross-check the codes other people were using, and apply

those codes to their own coding schedule if applicable.

This project was reviewed by the University of Cambridge

Psychology Research Ethics Committee (No: PRE. 2021.018).

Results and discussion

A visual summary of the proportion of participants choosing

each rating of truth or falsehood for each statement can be seen in

Figure 2.

Statements about earthquake creation

- “Earthquakes can be created by human activities”

- “Earthquakes can be created by governments/individuals”

- “Earthquakes can be created by individuals with malicious

intent”

The results relating to the three statements about earthquake

“creation” suggest high levels of consensus on the reality of some

earthquakes being triggered by human activities such as fracking,

FIGURE 1
Overview of the project activities that the online survey was embedded in, as part of Phase 3 of the project. Includes a literature review, expert
interviews (Phase 1), a virtual workshopwith earth science communitymembers (Phase 2), an online survey with the earth science community (Phase
3), Virtual Workshop with earth science community (Phase 4), and a communication guide (Phase 5).
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waste-water disposal and mining (Ellsworth, 2013) (90.9%, n =

149 chose rating 6 or 7 at the completely true end of the

1–7 rating scale). There was also substantial doubt over the

prevalence of such triggering being used with malicious intent.

Relatedly, the results highlighted the importance of avoiding

intent-based and potentially conspiratorial language such as

“created” in communications about human-induced

earthquakes and moving towards more neutral wording such

as triggered or induced. This would reduce the ambiguity of the

statements and consequent variation in their (mis)interpretation.

For example, one participant noted “Earthquakes can be induced

(directly produced) or triggered by human activities . . . I would

not use the word “create” in this context though”.

The statement “Earthquakes can be created by governments/

individuals” was particularly ambiguous to participants, as

demonstrated by some interpreting it to mean something

nefarious (e.g. “I don’t think that government or individuals

would dare to use seismicity as a kind of weapon, and it would be

very hard”), and others simply as another way of saying that

human activities, including those that governments can

commission, (e.g., wastewater injection) can trigger

earthquakes [e.g., “I do not understand the question. It seems

to be the same question as the previous question (about human

activities)”].

Statements about prevalence and causes
of earthquakes

- “Earthquakes can be caused by supernatural forces”

- “Earthquakes are more common at particular times of day”

- “Earthquakes are more common at particular times of year”

- “Earthquakes are more common during particular types of

weather”

FIGURE 2
Proportion of participants choosing each rating of truth or falsehood for each statement in turn, from 1 = Completely false to 7 = Completely
true, including in grey the proportion choosing “Undecided”. Statements are ordered by the proportion of participants choosing answer option 1 =
Completely false.
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- “Seismicity is increasing”

- “Small earthquakes prevent larger ones from happening”

- “Earthquakes are more common during certain tides”

- “Climate change will cause earthquakes to be more

frequent”

Overall, the perceptions of statements about the prevalence

and causes of earthquakes were varied among our participants.

There was a high level of consensus that earthquakes are not

caused by supernatural forces (92.1%, n = 151 chose rating 1 or

2 at the completely false end of the 1–7 scale), although the

proportion of participants who were undecided in their rating of

this statement was not insubstantial, at 6.1% (n = 10). Looking in

more depth at the qualitative comments from participants,

several (11) found the term “supernatural forces” ambiguous.

One wrote, for example, “I do not even knowwhat you are talking

about”, whilst another wrote “Supernatural forces???? What does

it mean?”. Another flagged that human activities such as fluid

injection might be considered supernatural in that they are

“man-made”. These comments again highlight the need to be

clear in the use of language used in communication.

It is notable that several (7) respondents detailed that the

supernatural does not fall within the remit of science. One wrote,

for example, “supernatural forces are not within the tools and

scope of science. If someone believes in supernatural forces –

science cannot overrule his belief”. This separation of science

from the supernatural may explain why some scientists rated the

statement as truthful, or indicated that they were undecided in

their response. One participant who rated the statement as

completely true explicitly stated their religious beliefs: “As a

Christian I believe in a creator who controls the physical laws at

all times and in all places”. Another participant who recorded

their response as undecided also touched on religious ideas, but

more as reasoning for why some might invoke supernatural

forces such as an act of God in their search for an explanation

(evidenced in Joffe et al., 2013), especially during a period of

trauma such as loss during an earthquake: “Although

seismologists declare knowledge of the inner workings of a

quake, it does not change the fact that, for people at the site

of a quake, there is a feeling of supernatural power and, arguably,

fury and wrath, especially given the destruction and loss of life

that quakes are capable of. So, I do not know that you can

honestly falsify the statement “earthquakes can be caused by

supernatural forces” without simply asserting that there are no

supernatural forces, to which someone who just watched their

apartment building fall down and crush their whole family is

going to say, “Yeah, then who is responsible for that?!” (*who*

not *what*)”. Another “undecided” participant described how

“supernatural forces are unknown unknowns [and] it is

unknown how they interact with earthquakes”. All these

comments suggest that a separation between science and faith

in discussions and communications about earthquakes might be

useful.

There was also a reasonably high level of consensus in the

falsehood of the statement “earthquakes are more common at

particular times of day” (88.2%, n = 142 chose rating 1 or 2, 6.2%,

n = 10 were undecided), although some participants did note

possible links with tides (see below) and the fact that induced

seismicity is more likely to occur during the day. The size of this

consensus on falsehood dropped to 74.8% (n = 122) as the

timeframe over which this statement was expressed increased

to a year; whilst the majority still think the statement is false,

some acknowledge that the statement is plausible, although

several note that if such effects exist, they will be small and

not of concern. For example, “I would say this is false for large

earthquakes, but seasonal loading from e.g., rain in the monsoon

can affect stresses which have been shown to modulate small

scale seismicity”. This highlights that qualifications, including

specifying the parameters of each statement (e.g., timeframe, size

of geographic area, size of effect), will be important to lend clarity

to communication of earthquake related information, although it

is important that such qualifications are in formats that will be

interpretable by public audiences without domain expertise.

A similar majority rating of falsehood without a clear

consensus also occurred for the statements “earthquakes are

more common during particular types of weather” (68.3%,

n = 112 chose rating 1 or 2, 8.5%, n = 14 were undecided)

and “seismicity is increasing” (70%, n = 114 chose rating 1 or 2,

7.4%, n = 12 were undecided). For the latter, qualitative

comments suggest some of this variability in expert opinion

again comes down to ambiguity in how the statement is phrased.

Some participants noted that their answer would be different

depending on whether one is talking about shorter timeframes,

where there may be increases in seismicity due to periods of

heightened seismic activity, or longer timeframes, where there is

likely no such pattern (e.g. “In order to define an increase in

seismicity one needs to be aware of the relevant time window of

analysis.”). It was also noted that the answer would differ if

talking about human triggered versus “natural” earthquakes,

where for the former there may be an increase in local

seismicity where activities such as fracking are taking place

(e.g. “Natural seismicity varies, but is not increasing. Man-

made seismicity has increased significantly due to fracking

and geothermal operations.”). These are all important

parameters to specify in order to improve clarity when

communicating to the public about this particular issue (for

example that an individual may experience an increase in the

number of earthquakes in their location because of an earthquake

event “triggering” further events, but that this is not the case on

average globally, or over much longer geological timeframes),

and again highlights the importance of such precision and

specification in the wording of these communications more

generally. It is interesting to note that several participants

thought that people might perceive that seismicity is

increasing due to improved recording of, and communication

about, earthquake events in recent years.
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There was a low level of consensus about the statement “small

earthquakes prevent larger ones from occurring” (49.1%, n =

79 chose rating 1 or 2, 3.1%, n = 5 were undecided), although this

may again stem from imprecision in the phrasing of the

statement, where no detail on the specifics of what constitutes

a “small” earthquake (e.g., magnitude) or on time frames was

given. Interestingly, some noted that the word “prevent”

regarding the incidence of earthquakes incorrectly implies that

it is possible to reduce seismic hazard levels to zero and suggested

using terms such as “delay” instead, to reduce the likelihood of

such misinterpretation of communications (e.g., “They do not

“prevent”. Having frequent small earthquakes may decrease the

probability of observing a larger one in certain tectonic settings,

but we cannot speak of “preventing”, and speaking of

“preventing” gives the public the wrong impression.”).

Arguably, one of the lowest levels of consensus for any of the

statements considered was for the statement “earthquakes are

more common during certain tides”, where ratings were

distributed more evenly across answer choices than for most

other statements. This lack of consensus was further evidenced

by a substantial minority of participants who were undecided in

their rating (13.9%, n = 22). Several qualitative comments

suggested that tides can cause stress changes in the earth’s

crust, but that would only trigger small events (e.g., “Holds

true I think for smaller earthquakes – not large”). Since the

statement itself was not specific about the nature of the

earthquakes in question (e.g. size), this might have resulted in

variation in interpretation of the statement, and thus could

explain some of the variation in participant responses. Some

comments also suggest that this is a topic still debated within the

community and that evidence is contradictory (e.g.“Trick

question. This is still being debated in the community. Tides

do cause tiny stress changes in the Earth crust, and local

variations in earthquake activity have been found that appear

to correlate with tidal changes. But does correlation mean

causality -- the debate continues!”), which may also help

explain the lack of consensus on the statement; openness

about this uncertainty in communications with the public on

this topic will likely be key, especially where the state of

knowledge may be set to change (van der Bles et al., 2020;

Batteux et al., 2021; Kerr et al., 2021; Schneider et al., 2021).

Participants appeared most uncertain about the statement

“climate change will cause earthquakes to be more frequent”,

with 16% (n = 26) remaining undecided in their rating. There

was also a low consensus on falsehood (49.6%, n = 81 chose

rating 1 or 2). The level of uncertainty about this statement

was also apparent through the qualitative comments, where

hedge words such as “might” and “can” were used by some

[although others were more deterministic in their language

(“will”)]. This appears to be an area, that is still actively

debated and researched, however there were suggestions in

these comments of a variety of indirect links between climate

change and earthquakes, such as increased rainfall, changes in

lithostatic pressure and an increase in geological pressures

from alternative energy use such as geothermal. Nevertheless,

many participants suggested that climate change induced

earthquakes would relate to local stresses and not larger

tectonic processes [e.g., “Not generally. However, some

localised consequences (small quakes) associated with

isostatic rebound in polar areas (due to large/broad-scale

loss of ice cover) could occur.”]. Once again, clarity about

parameters, size of effects and transparency about the

uncertainty in expert opinion will likely be key to public

communication on this issue.

Statements about earthquake prediction

- “Earthquakes can be predicted”

- “Aftershocks can be predicted”

There was a lack of strong consensus on the truth or

falsehood of the statement “earthquakes can be predicted”,

although the majority of participants did choose ratings 1 and

2 at the “completely false” end of the rating scale (71.3%, n = 117).

The statement “aftershocks can be predicted” had lower levels of

consensus, with answers distributed more evenly across options

than for the former statement. For example, 22.6% (n = 37) chose

ratings 1 and 2 at the “completely false” end of the 1–7 scale,

whilst 21.9% (n = 36) chose ratings 6 and 7 at the “completely

true” end of the scale. In both cases, several qualitative comments

highlighted that it is not possible to predict earthquakes or

aftershocks in a deterministic way that gives exact information

about upcoming earthquake events, but that probabilistic

forecasting of such events, notably aftershocks, is possible

(e.g., “We can’t currently predict earthquakes but we can

forecast earthquakes.”). It should be noted that some

participants took issue with the word “aftershock” when it

comes to forecasting, since such a determination cannot be

attributed a priori.

In turn, several comments for both statements highlighted

the ambiguity in the meaning of the word

“prediction”—whether it was probabilistic or

deterministic—which likely explains the variation in

quantitative ratings even where qualitative comments seem

to imply a reasonable level of agreement (e.g., “I interpreted

your use of the term “prediction” as the deterministic

establishment before the event actually takes place of its

exact place, date and time. If, instead, by “prediction” you

meant a probabilistic estimation, then my answers above

would have been very different.”). Forecasting versus

prediction has a rich and complex history in earthquake

science, as explored in Michael and McBride (2019), and

our results here underline the necessity of clearly

explaining the meaning of such words, and perhaps even

avoiding the word “predict” entirely in communication.
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Nevertheless, communicating probabilistic information in a

comprehensible way is challenging; everyone, whether or not

they have high levels of domain expertise, has a propensity

towards bias in judgments involving statistical information,

that is, presented in certain ways (e.g., Tversky and

Kahneman, 1974; Kahneman and Tversky, 1979; Freeman

and Parker, 2021). As such, communications of

probabilistic information need to be carefully designed, for

example making use of formats that aid comprehension in

certain circumstances, such as natural frequencies

(Gigerenzer and Hoffrage, 1995; Gigerenzer et al., 2007)

and risk comparisons (Dryhurst et al., 2021; Freeman and

Kerr, 2021). Since different formats help in different

circumstances, communications need to be co-designed

with their audiences, and evaluated carefully to ensure they

support understanding and decision-making (Becker et al.,

2019).

Conclusion

Our analysis suggests that some statements commonly seen

in the public realm about earthquakes, and which might be

considered by some to be “misinformation”, are actually still

debated within the expert community, and that evidence around

them can be contradictory (e.g., “Climate change will cause

earthquakes to be more frequent”; “Earthquakes are more

common during certain tides”). This active debate helps

explain some of the lack of expert consensus on these

statements. To ensure that the expert community is

trustworthy in its communication with the public, openness

about this uncertainty in communication of these topics will

likely be key (e.g., Doyle et al., 2019; Padilla, 2021; Schneider

et al., 2021).

Our analysis further suggests, however, that some of the

uncertainty and overall lack of consensus in experts’ ratings of

many of the statements put to them may come down to the

way these statements were phrased by the researchers and thus

to variation in their interpretation. In our survey, we phrased

our statements in the way that lay people might, e.g.,

“earthquakes can be predicted”. However, our expert

respondents indicated that they needed the statements to

be more precise to rate them meaningfully, and in

instances where experts agreed with statements we put to

them, such agreement was often framed with “it depends”;

definitive support for statements without caveats was rare.

This may illustrate that while our participants view these

statements in complexity, non-experts may perceive these

to be yes or no questions.

Several comments from participants indicated that 1) it is

necessary to provide clarity on whether statements relating to

earthquake prediction refer to deterministic predictions or

probabilistic forecasts; 2) the magnitude and other key

parameters of the earthquakes the statements relate to (e.g.,

induced vs. naturally occurring) should be specified; 3) intent-

based and potentially conspiratorial language such as

“created” in communications about human-induced

earthquakes should be avoided and more neutral wording

such as “triggered” or “induced” used instead; 4) individual

and cultural context may determine belief in information (e.g.,

more religious people placing greater belief in supernatural

forces).

The disconnect between the publics’ phrasing of statements

about earthquakes and the increased demand for precision and

content by experts can be understood via the lens of Mental

Models (Bostrom et al., 1992), which posits that those with expert

knowledge view issues with more complexity and higher risk

than those with non-expert knowledge, and can complicate risk

communication initiatives and campaigns (Bostrom et al., 1994).

This indicates that careful consideration of wording and

providing qualifications (e.g., specifying the parameters of

each statement) might be necessary when communicating

about earthquake related information, both to experts and the

public.

This research was intended to be exploratory and

informative, rather than conclusive and generalizable. It

constitutes an important first step in establishing degrees of

consensus within earthquake science, understanding how

divergence in consensus might be managed, and opening

discussions about the framing of statements about earthquakes

in public discourse. The results underline the importance of

clarity and precision in communication about earthquakes to

both experts and publics, and provide important insights for the

state of knowledge in the field. This should aid understanding of

what may be classified as earthquake “misinformation”, help

identify where consensus exists and could be communicated in

order to fight suchmisinformation, and highlight where scientific

debate continues and could be openly communicated with the

public to aid understanding of where and why, at present, a clear

true or false answer cannot be given on certain aspects of

earthquake science.
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